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Abstract 

Many organizations use the internet to reach out to their customers and also offer many services 

through their websites. Organizations prefer usability study on their developed systems to 

compare their product/system with the competitors and also to find the difficulties, while real 

users work on the system. Usability helps organizations to know whether targeted users are able 

to use the developed system without any problems. Usability testing normally takes place in a 

controlled environment and conclusions are drawn based on the obtained results. But today’s 

world has entirely changed with the introduction of better technologies and the people are using 

products everywhere with the help of portable devices like smart phones, tablet pc devices, 

portable laptops etc. 

Many researches previously experimented to evaluate the noise effects on participant’s 

performance and then derived conclusions of its effects. This research is aimed to find the 

chances of the results of usability testing getting effected in noisy environment compared to 

controlled environment. Task-Based Usability testing technique was used to find the noise 

effects in terms of task success rate and task completion time and also, SUS (System Usability 

Scale) is used to calculate changes in user’s assessments. 

Total 30 participants had participated in this study and all the participants were divided into two 

groups each consisting of 15 participants. One of the groups has participated in usability testing 

on selected websites in noisy environment while another group in normal environment. This 

study produced two different results; first result proves the task success rate and task completion 

times were affected by the noisy environment and user’s performance was better in calm 

environment compared to noisy environment. Second result shows user’s assessment IS not 

affected in any environment. The above situations have been discussed in detail. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Evaluation of the systems is very important to determine the quality of selected systems. We 

perform evaluation to the systems at either developing stage or after development. By conducting 

evaluation at developing stage, it is possible to add new functions, clear problems, and also able 

to build more advanced system compare to our competitors. Conducting evaluation after the 

product release helps to know, whether system works as planned, and system reached its targeted 

audience, OR IF any bugs caused system failure after release. Many approaches are available to 

perform evaluation; the most commonly used approach is usability. We have many concepts to 

perform evaluation; widely used concept is usability. 

In usability, the developed objects are studied, to determine their ease of use and if they offer 

quick learnability. We have few usability evaluation methods; most of the experts prefer 

usability testing as a usability method. Usability testing is used to find user’s satisfaction, which 

is done by testing the developed product with the users. Usability testing takes place with actual 

users or customers of the system. Usability testing is in general performed by experts. In this the 

experts will observe the users while they are performing the tasks. The goal of usability testing is 

to identify usability problems, collect the user’s performance data, and calculate user’s 

satisfaction. Usability testing can be sub classified, some of them are, comparative usability 

testing, task-based usability testing, open ended usability testing, etc. Each method HAS its own 

way of measuring usability. More about usability testing is discussed in the section 2.2. 

Keeping the focus on targeted audience organizations develop new and better systems.  They 

also take into consideration the working environment, where users use the systems. Here, 

environment represents the locations like home, office, public areas, etc. But today's world is 

ruled by the technology. Technologies like smart phones, tablet computers enable the user to use 

the World Wide Web anywhere. So business organizations need to rethink about their 

developing systems. They have to consider all possible locations, where targeted users can use 

the systems. They need to develop systems where users find it at ease to use the system. 

Many organizations are using usability testing to know whether they are reaching their targeted 

users or not. Based on the results, an observer gives the feedback of where to alter the system 

and then organization (Company) follows up with the feedback. In common, usability testing is 

taken place at a controlled environment, where users are not disturbed by any means. What 

happens if an observer performs the usability testing in two different environments (noisy vs. 

calm) and merges the results from both environments? Is users are able to use the system in both 

(noisy and calm) environments without frustration?  It is important to know whether the choice 

of environment influences the outcome of usability testing (do we need to test in all kinds of 

different environments or can we continue to safely test from a lab?) 
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1.2 Aim 
The main goal of this research is to derive the answer for the following question: 

 Does the choice of testing environment (i.e. noisy vs. noiseless) affect the result from 

task-based usability testing in terms of 

o Task success 

o Time on task 

Usability testing only takes place in controlled environments. Because, in controlled 

environments users are not disturbed by other things, like noise from other means, talking to the 

other participants while performing a task, etc. In task-based testing usability, expert prepares 

few tasks on what he/she wants to test. Then the expert will assign tasks to the selected 

participants to perform. After the completion of the tasks, an expert uses any of the performance 

measuring techniques to evaluate the usability of the selected system. So it is important to create 

a controlled environment to get better results. 

Business organizations usually allow usability testing to take place before or after their product 

release. Usually this testing is conducted by usability experts. Experts prefer controlled 

environments (like noiseless) to perform usability testing. But as discussed in above, 

technologies like smart phones, tablet PCs allows the users to use the internet when they are 

needed. So web businesses need to consider about other environments including noise, while 

they are developing new systems. And also experts need to consider about the testing 

environments. Because he/she needs to submit the feedback based on the usability testing results. 

Another issue caused to perform this research is: 

 Does a user’s assessments (like/dislike) change while using the system in different 

environments (i.e. noisy or noiseless)? 

o SUS (System Usability Scale) provides the answer to above question. 

Some users do not prefer to use some of the systems in every environment. For example, most of 

the mobile users are not interested to talk, while they are in travel, or in public places like cafes, 

or bus stops, etc. But most of the people prefer to use Bluetooth's device in noisy places. They 

feel uneasy to use mobiles in noisy places. The aim of usability testing is to make sure that 

people are comfortable while using the system. So, it is important to measure user’s interaction 

on the system in different environments. 

SUS is the most preferred usability scale which allows the usability experts to draw a conclusion 

about the effects of environment. This study compares the results from two different 

environments (noisy vs. noiseless) and shows, whether environment has its impact on users 

while performing the usability testing. This will help the usability experts to know whether the 

obtained results are accurate enough related to the different environments. By this, an expert has 
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a chance to submit more reliable feedback to the developing team or to the business 

organizations. 

1.3 Disposition 
Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter gives the introduction of the study that has been carried out. It also explains the 

motivation and research questions of this study. 

Chapter 2: Theory 

Theory explains the entire literature review of what various articles, web-sites, books, and e-

books. It focuses on what are usability and its evaluation methods, usability testing, and 

environment and users behavior. 

Chapter 3: Method 

This chapter deals how the study has been carried out and its detailed selection procedure. 

Chapter 4: Results 

This chapter displays all the attained results from this study 

Chapter 5: Discussion 

This chapter in brief is an explanation and analysis of all the obtained results. It also shows what 

the analyzed results suggest in relation to some of previous studies. 

Chapter 6: Conclusion 

This chapter draws conclusion from the discussed results. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Usability 

The International Standard Organization (ISO 9241-11) defined usability as “the extent to which 

a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, 

and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” Steve Krug defines usability as “making sure that 

something works well: that a person with average ability and experience can use the system for 

its intended purpose without getting hopelessly frustrated [37]”. However, we have many 

definitions to describe usability but all these definitions have three common aspects; [1, p4] 

1. users participation 

2. results are solely dependant on the user. 

3. that user is working either on a system, product, or any other object. 

 

There are various methods and factors to measure usability. 

2.1.1 Factors to measure Usability 

By using usability testing, we measure usability using these five common factors [38]; 

1. Effectiveness: This indicates user’s ability to successfully use a system to find the 

required information. 

2. Efficiency:  This shows how quickly a user can finish the task without frustration. 

3. Satisfaction: This explains the degree of satisfaction a user gets while using the system. 

4. Errors: This measures how often do users make mistakes while using the system. 

5. Memorablity: If a user previously used the system, and remembers enough to use the 

system effectively for next time or not. 

In general, two types of metrics can be captured during usability test; 

1. Performance data (what happened actually) 

2. Preference data (what users think) 

After gathering the metrics, we can use the data to make recommendations for system 

improvement. First we conduct the benchmark usability test, and then based on these results 

recommendations are proposed to fix the usability issues. After fixing the issues, re-test the 

system for effectiveness of the improvements. 

2.1.2 Usability Evaluation Methods 

There are many evaluation methods in usability. When choosing method we have to consider 

time, cost, and appropriateness. Brief description of methods is available below; 
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2.1.2.1 Cognitive Modeling Methods 

It is used to calculate the time taken by the user to perform a task by creating the computational 

model. It does not use direct measurement of users; instead it trusts on data from previous test 

and user’s interaction with the system. In this model, the expert finds the way to reach the 

specified task by observing the user’s click, decision points. This model is used to improve the 

user interface and estimate the problems and pitfalls during the design phase [18]. Some of the 

most used cognitive modeling models are: 

1. Parallel Design 

2. GOMS (Goals, Operator, Methods, Selection rules) 

3. Human Processor Model 

4. Keystroke Level Modeling 

2.1.2.2 Inspection Methods 

This method is based on observing and analyzing the user’s actions while performing the task. 

Experts find the problems on an interface encountered by a user with the inspection methods. By 

using this method, experts will get quantitative data as tasks [19]. Some of the techniques used in 

inspection methods are: 

1. Heuristic Evaluation 

2. Card Sorts 

3. Tree Tests 

4. Usability Inspection 

5. Consistency Inspection 

6. Pluralistic Inspection 

2.1.2.3 Inquiry Methods 

This method mainly used to find what users wants. This includes user’s likes, dislikes, and needs 

from the system. In this method, an evaluator is responsible to talk with users, observes while 

they are using system in real life, or taking answers from them. It involves in collecting 

quantitative data from users, and collected data is subjective [20, 21 p10-11]. Inquiry method 

includes: 

1. Interviews 

2. Questionnaires/ Surveys 

3. Task Analysis 

4. Field Observations 

5. Focus Groups 

2.1.2.4 Testing Methods 

This is also known as Usability Testing Method. This method is used to test the users for the 

quantitative data. It allows the evaluator to observe the participants while performing tasks to 
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record the task success, time to complete task and observe their attitude [20]. More about 

usability testing method is discussed in section 2.2. 

Some of the testing methods are: 

1. Thinking Aloud Protocol 

2. Remote Usability Testing 

3. RITE (Rapid Iterative Testing Evaluation) 

4. Task-based Usability Testing 

2.2 Usability Testing 
Usability testing is a black-box testing technique which is used in user-centered interaction 

design to assess the system by testing it with representative users. Usability testing takes place 

with actual users or customers of the system. Usability testing is in general performed by the 

experts. In this, experts will observe the user when they are performing their tasks. The goal of 

usability testing is to identify usability problems, collect the user’s performance data and 

calculate user’s satisfaction. When we are performing the usability testing, it is very important to 

select the type of performance metrics one can use to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of 

the system. Basically, we have five types of performance metrics and these metrics are discussed 

in section 2.3. 

2.2.1 Usability Testing Types 

There are few types of usability testing: 

2.2.1.1 Comparative Usability Testing 

It is also called as competitive testing. In this testing, we compare usability of our product with 

another product. Based on the user experience, it evaluates the strength and weakness of two or 

more systems. We can use this testing at a high level to compare our system with competitors 

system, or at a low level to compare two systems to calculate which provides better user 

experience. By using this testing, we can judge how well our system is when compared to 

competitors or it can be used to focus on competitor’s system to get more ideas regarding new 

features and functionalities. This method of testing is used to collect quantitative data and hence 

requires large number of participants (30 to hundreds) for getting reliable results. By performing 

this usability testing, we are able to collect the following data from users; 

 Task success or failure. If failure, reasons for failure. 

 Time for task Completion. 

 How much effort has been required (number of clicks)? 

 Number of errors. 

 Ease of use. 

 Preferences for product. 

By measuring the user experience through this testing type, business and design decisions can be 

made according to the users, rather following the stakeholders or developers [5]. 
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2.2.1.2 Explorative Usability testing 

This testing is mainly used to capture the user requirements. Explorative usability testing is 

undertaken before the start of product development (with screen shots) or before releasing the 

new product to know what functionalities are required to improve from user’s prospective view. 

In explorative usability testing, experts distribute developing product and other similar products 

to selected users. After the distribution, we provide selected scenarios. This will help us to find 

where we have to focus in design phase to take advantage and fill the gaps from competitor’s 

products. By using this technique, experts are able to collect the following: 

 User requirements for specified tasks. 

 Missing functionalities. 

 Application usability. 

This is effective and helps to build complex and high quality products. This is done by focusing 

groups and interviews [9 & 12]. 

2.2.1.3 Expert Evaluation Usability Testing 

This test is applied on updating product or new product, either during its product life cycle, or 

before release. It provides a positive user experience by introducing new design to the users and 

assures that it is intuitive to use. The main aim of evaluation usability testing is to find any 

specific issues and fix those before the product release [13]. 

2.2.1.4 Remote Usability Testing 

Remote usability testing means performing the testing on users from different locations by using 

online sharing applications. In this, we have two types of possible testing, one is Attend remote 

usability testing where experts attend and observe the user’s experience while performing the 

testing. Second is Un-moderated remote usability testing, in this experts do not require to 

observe users. Instead, the product is distributed through online communication and conducts 

interview for the participants. This test is used to collect quantitative data from large number of 

participants. The remote usability testing is undertaken at design phase. Benefits from this testing 

are; involving the users from different locations improves our usability results, improving the 

ease of use etc [8]. 

2.2.1.5 Assessment Usability Testing 

Assessment usability testing is used to evaluate user’s experience with the product interface at 

low and high fidelity designing stages. It focuses on one scene in the start and then expands to 

entire product design. In this testing method, we prepare tasks for interface which paper based to 

working prototype. It collects the quantitative or objective data to measure user experience [12]. 
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2.2.1.6 Verification Usability Testing 

This is used after total implementation of the product to measure overall usability. This not only 

collects quantitative and objective data, but also requests subjective and qualitative feedback 

from participants. We also perform benchmark testing to ensure that new design is usable [12]. 

2.2.1.7 Open-ended Usability Testing 

Open-ended testing is another widely used usability testing technique. In this testing, evaluators 

first distribute the system to the selected participants and ask them to use the system for a limited 

time. After their use of system, we will ask them some open-ended questions, which help us to 

know what they most and least like about our selected systems [17]. 

2.2.1.8 Task-Based Usability Testing 

Task-based testing is widely used usability testing technique which contains set of tasks which 

can be performed by the selected participants. Their success or failure can be measured as 

usability (strength and weakness) of the product. Developed tasks are dependent on what we 

want to measure. In task based testing, usually experts will not measure total usability of the 

product; instead they measure usability of particular part of the software or system. So, task 

based testing is not good enough to measure usability of a product but it will provide good data 

to measure a small part of the product. After preparing the tasks, it is very important to select 

participants who represent the real end users of the product [15]. 

2.2.2 Data Representation 

After performing the usability testing, it is very important to present them in an effective way. 

Data representation can be done in many ways, but most commonly used method is data graphs. 

Here some of the graphical representation formats are discussed [1, p35-42]. 

1. Column or Bar graphs 

Bar graphs are widely used for data representation in usability. These graphs are best suitable to 

represent task completion, time for task completion, and analysis data etc. To present continuous 

data, bar graphs are the best choice. For good representation of data, one has to start the values 

from 0 to 100 in vertical axis. The idea of the bar graphs is to plot the values with the length of 

the bars [1]. 

2. Line graphs 

Line graphs are also commonly used for data representation in usability. These graphs are used 

to show the change of values in a specific interval of time. Line graphs are best suitable to 

present the results of a continuous variable as a function of another continuous variable. In this 

graph representation, data points are very important; lines are used to connect the data points [1]. 
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3. Pie charts 

To represent the whole percentage or parts of the usability results, pie charts are very useful. This 

also shows the relative proportion of each result. For example, to show how many participants 

have succeeded, failed, gave up etc. Pie charts only are used when all parts add up to 100 

percent. It is not good to use many segments in one pie chart (Max 6 segments are good) [1]. 

4. Stacked Bar Graphs 

Stacked bar graphs are group of pie charts shown as bars. They are good at representing series of 

datasets where each set represents an entire part. These graphs are commonly used to represent 

the usability data of task completion, stated for each task. These graphs are also similar to pie 

charts, meaning only appropriate when all parts add up to 100 percent [1]. 

2.2.3 Usability testing issues 

We have to consider some issues before conducting the usability test. The issues are as follows 

[26]: 

1. Cost 

Cost is a major issue in usability testing; it depends on the number of participants we choose. 

More number of participants implies more cost. It is also includes how much resources are 

needed. For example staff, time, equipment etc [26]. 

2. Participants 

Selecting participants is another major task in usability testing. We have to be careful while 

selecting participants, because selected participants must be targeted users and how many 

participants are required to get reliable data. Selecting large number of participants will lead to 

more potential problems. Finally, commitment of the participants is also very important [26]. 

3. Data analysis 

It is also very important to analyze the data after usability testing. Some users may not express 

their views correctly. So, the testers are required to capture their facial and verbal emotions while 

performing the tasks. It is a bit complicated task for conducting testing [26]. 

4. Representation of real scenarios  

The usability testing is not a representative of 100% real life scenarios. It includes views from 

selected users from across the globe. So the final results will not match with real life scenarios, 

but less variance represent better results in usability testing [26]. 
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5. Environment 

Whether or not the physical environment influences the outcome of usability testing is an open 

issue. See Chapter 5 for a more detailed survey of the currently known facts. 

2.2.4 Benefits of Usability Testing 

The aim of usability testing is to increase the efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction of users. 

By performing the usability testing, we have many key benefits that include [11]: 

 Direct feedback from target audience. 

 Provides user’s needs early in the design process. 

 Increase user’s efficiency and satisfaction. 

 By focusing on users internal problems can be rectified according to their reactions. 

 Issues and problems can be found before product launch. 

 Reduce development and support cost. 

 Provide a competitive advantage. 

 Decrease user acclimation time and errors. 

 Decreases the product failure. 

 Users are able to reach their goals with ease. 

 To make sure that the business meet its targets. 

 

2.3 Performance Metrics and Scales 
The aim of performance metrics is to measure the behavior or performance of the users while 

they are performing the tasks or using the system. To calculate performance, users need some 

specific tasks or scenarios. The performance of the user’s behavior is not measurable, until they 

have to something to achieve. To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the system, 

performance metrics are the best tools for all professionals. Performance metrics not only 

calculate the performance, but also helps to identify specific issues of usability. We need some 

data to measure the performance. Reliability of the calculated data is dependent on “how much 

data is used to measure the performance?” The most common performance metrics are [1, p63-

96]: 

2.3.1 Task Success 

We can use this metric for all usability studies containing tasks. It is easy to use and it also 

identifies errors which can be fixed. To perform this metric, user will be asked to perform tasks 

which must contain a clear end state. The most common and simplest way to measure task 

success is to use binary success. It just identifies whether the participants are successful or 

unsuccessful while performing the task (pass/fail). In binary success, the participants were 

marked with success or failure for each performed task. Success and failure are represented by 

using the 1’s and 0’s (shown in the Figure 1). By this, we are able to calculate the average, 
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confidence interval and other needed information. After calculating the binary success, we can 

present the result in an effective way. The best way to represent the binary success is by 

presenting the results of each task individually. We have some issues when measuring the task 

success. These includes; defining the success and when to stop if participants are not successful. 

There are three common ways to end task if it is unsuccessful [1]: 

1. Informing the participants to work on each task until they finish or give up. 

2. Applying the “three strikes and you are out” rule. 

3. Setting time limit for each task. 

The task successes scores are represented by using excel as below. Success rate is measured by 

considering the “how many participants were successful to acomplish given task”.           

 

Figure 1 Task success score representation [1] 

2.3.2 Time-on-Task 

It is also referred as task time or task completion time. This is one of the best performance 

metrics to calculate the efficiency of any system. By measuring the task time, we can learn many 

things about the system usability. This performance metrics is very useful for some products 

where the product has many tasks that can be performed by the users repeatedly. If same user is 
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performing a task frequently, then better efficiency is derived. Another benefit from calculating 

the time-on-task is, reduce the cost. It will help us to calculate ROI (return on investment) [1]. 

We have many ways to measure the time-on-task; mostly used method is to keep a digital watch 

to record the time between start and end of the task. Usually, the time is represented in minutes 

and seconds. We also have some automated tools like Ergo Browser, Data Logger, or Bailey’s 

Usability Testing Environment (UTE) to capture task time. It is also very important to know 

when to start and stop the watch. Usually, an expert starts the clock when participants finish 

reading the task and stops when they finish the task. After writing down all the tasks times, we 

arrange them in a table. This will help us to calculate the average amount of time spent on each 

task or all tasks. While calculating the task time, we have to consider some issues that include 

[1]: 

 For which tasks we need to calculate task time? Meaning whether we are allowed to 

measure time for all the tasks or only successful tasks. If we consider only successful 

tasks, it gives clear measure of efficiency. If we consider all tasks, we are able to measure 

the overall user experience. But it is very difficult to keep task time for unsuccessful 

tasks. 

 Whether to use or not Think-Aloud protocol. It helps the experts to look deeper into user 

experience. 

 Informing the users about time measuring. In most cases it is not good to inform 

participants that we are calculating the task time. It causes them to behave in uncommon 

way. 

Time-on-task representation in excel shown in table 1. Shown average is calculated by 

considering the all task times of each participant. Standard Deviation and Confidence Intervals 

(CI) are measured by using the excel functions.  

Participants Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 

P1 56   42 56 29 

P2 13  93 20 69 30 

P3 27  124 28 12 7 

P4 14  73 10  15 

P5 28 30 31 8   

P6 23   10   

P7 12 30 43 12 61 45 

P8 9 57 76 29 53 80 

P9 60 80 26 24  82 

p10 12 60 63 13 38 48 

P11 33  37 10  64 

P12 36  69 36 38 10 

P13 17 120 21 28  96 
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P14 53  25 34 24  

P15 24 80  30 32 35 

Average 27.8 65.28571 56.75 22.26667 42.55556 45.08333 

Std 

Deviation 

16.85738 31.65814 31.81516 11.15134 18.57492 29.71825 

CI (95%) 2.935756 5.513345 5.54069 1.942034 3.234869 5.175507 

Table 1 Time-on-task representation table  

2.3.3 Errors 

Errors and usability issues are related to each other. However, errors are possible outcomes of a 

problem which are caused by the usability issue. An error is defined as an incorrect action which 

leads to failure of a given task. We have three common situations to identify errors [1]: 

1. When we have a substantial loss in efficiency caused by an error. 

2. When we have a cost loss because of an error. 

3. When task failure occurred as a result of an error. 

It is always difficult to measure the errors when compared to other performance metrics. To 

measure errors, first we should know about the correct action to be performed. For some tasks, it 

is allowed with one or more error opportunities. When presenting the errors, the most common 

way is to show the frequency of errors by a task. While measuring the errors, some important 

considerations are, we do not count single error event as twice. It is also important to know why 

different errors are occurring [1]. 

2.3.4 Efficiency 

To measure efficiency, we use time-on-task metric. Alternatively, efficiency can be measured by 

looking at the required effort of the user to finish given task. This is done by calculating the steps 

or actions required by a participant to finish given task. To increase efficiency, we need to 

decrease the required effort. It means that the user is able to perform the task with ease. We have 

two types of efforts; one is cognitive effort, which contains identifying where to perform this 

action and concluding what action should be performed. Another one is Physical effort, which 

involves physical actions required to perform an action. When measuring efficiency, we have 

five important points: 1) Identifying the actions to be measured, 2) Define start and end of an 

action, 3) count the actions, 4) Action must be meaningful, and 5) Look only at successful tasks. 

By counting the number of actions, we can easily present and analyze the efficiency [1]. 

2.3.5 Learnability 

“Learnability is the extent to which something can be learned. By looking at how much time and 

efforts are required to become proficient with something” [1]. In learnability, memory is not an 

important factor in short term periods, it is only considered in long term periods. This metric 

considers in adapting the new systems to increase efficiency.  To measure learnability, we need 

to collect data in the same way as other metrics, but we need to collect data at multiple times. 
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Learnability can be analyzed and presented by using any performance metric. When we decide to 

measure, we need to decide the number of trials and the type of trials [1]. 

2.3.6 System Usability Scale 

System Usability Scale (SUS) was introduced by John Brooke in the year 1986. SUS is” based 

on self-reported data from a series of questions about the overall usability of any system” [1]. 

SUS contains ten standard questions with five responses. The complete SUS form used can be 

seen in the Appendix A.1. 

SUS standard questions are: [20] 

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently. 

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex. 

3. I thought the system was easy to use. 

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. 

5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. 

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. 

8. I found the system very cumbersome to use. 

9. I felt very confident using the system. 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system. 

The response format for SUS is; 

        

 Figure 2 SUS response format [20] 

SUS score starts from 0 to 100; system with a high score represents the better usability and 

system with a low score needs to be reconstructed. To calculate SUS score, we need to follow 

the following procedure [20]; 

 First, we need to calculate the score contribution for each question. To calculate the 

contribution for all odd number questions (1, 3, 5, 7......) we have to subtract 1 from the 
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scale position. And for the even number questions (2, 4, 6 ...) we have to subtract the 

scale position from 5. 

 After that, we have to add all contribution scores and multiply it with 2.5. The result will 

be overall SUS score of the system. 

 

2.4 Environment and User’s Behavior 
User’s mind behaves differently in different environments. So, environment has a great impact 

on user’s mind while doing any kind of work. If you are interested to study human brain you 

should know some of the concepts/studies which deal with their behavior combined with 

environment and the presence state. These concepts include: 

1. Human Psychology 

2. Environment Psychology 

3. Social Psychology 

2.4.1 Human Psychology 

Psychology is a study of human brain by observing their behavior. Psychology has “immediate 

goal of understanding singles and groups by establishing general principles and researching 

specific cases [4]” (Fernald LD (2008), Psychology: Six perspectives). By using the psychology, 

professionals (psychologists) try to explore some concepts like behavior, brain functionality, 

personality, emotions, and attention of humans. Psychology helps to solve many problems in 

daily human activities. Gianna Cassidy and Raymond A.R. Macdonald performed a study to find 

the “effect of background music and background noise on the task performance of introverts and 

extraverts” [32]. For this study authors used three types of sounds: one is music with high 

arousal potential and negative effects (HA), second is low arousal potential with positive affects 

(LA), and the last one is every day’s noise, and they calculated effects of sound on cognitive task 

performance of introverts and extroverts. From this study they explained how task performance 

was affected by background music/noise and conclude that response depends on listeners 

individual differences like personality and preferences. To study human brain by using 

psychology, professionals follow the following methods [26]; 

1. Qualitative and Quantitative Research  

Qualitative research uses interviews, observing people, and first-hand observation methods to 

collect the data. For qualitative research, we have five main possibilities that include 

narrative, phenomenology, ethnography, case study, and grounded theory (Creswell, 2003). 

Experiment, quasi-experiment, cross-sectional study, case-control study, and longitudinal study 

are used in quantitative research. It mainly studies statistical testing of possibilities of the 

participants [26]. 
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2. Survey Questions 

Survey question method is used to evaluate the participant’s attitude, mood changes, 

experimental manipulation validity and many others. These surveys can be conducted via 

telephone, emails, web based, or face-to-face interviews. The most preferred method by 

professionals is paper-pencil based surveys [26]. 

3. Observations in natural settings  

In this research method, participants are observed by the professionals without their knowledge. 

They observe the participants social life style, professional life style and family life style [26]. 

By studying human’s psychology, we are able to evaluate their attitude towards the system for 

usability testing. 

2.4.2 Environment Psychology 

We have many ways to define environment, in this research environment refers to public places 

like cafeterias and closed places like conference rooms. In usability, environment also plays an 

important role. Here, we are evaluating how human brains perform while using the system in two 

different environments. D.E. Broadbent from Medical Research Council, Applied Psychology 

Research Unit Cambridge, performed a study to find “Some Effects of Noise on Visual 

Performance” [31]. From this study he concludes that, vulnerability of results that are defined by 

performing task is due to uncertain time and intense competing stimuli such as noise levels. In 

environmental psychology, we have two concepts which mainly discusses about users behavior 

[28]. 

1. Place Identity 

Place identity is defined as “an emotional attachment that containing memories, ideas, feelings, 

attitudes, values, preferences, meanings, and conceptions” (Proshansky et al, 1983, p.59). By 

having interaction with different places, users are able to identify which properties are helpful to 

fulfill their requirements. People who have an experience with a place, they can reflect their 

personal values, feelings, behavioral attitude according to that experience. According to the 

Proshansky, Fabian & Kaminoff, 1983 place identity also been described as “potpourri of 

memories, conceptions, interpretations, ideas, and related feelings about specific physical 

settings, as well as types of settings”. G.R.J. Hockey in his research “Effects of Loud Noise on 

Attentional Selectivity” [33] state that, noise environment affects the behavioral selectivity. He 

also states that, because of the location of subjects in noise it acts as a cause for incremental 

attention. Place identity has five central functions [28]: 

1. Recognition 

2. Meaning 

3. Expressive requirement 
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4. Mediating change 

5. Anxiety and Defense function 

Most of the people might feel comfortable or uncomfortable in some places when they have any 

attachments with that place in past. 

2. Behavior Settings 

User’s behavior may be widely influenced by his social environment. Roger barker developed 

the concept of behavior settings to explain the relationship between persons and their 

environment [36]. According to the Barker, people with large number of groups are having less 

satisfaction compared to less number of groups. Because large numbered groups don’t have a 

chance to work on multiple options, they have more people to distribute all roles. But in small 

number groups, each one has to participate on multiple roles. Many research studies proved that 

people who works at good environment have the better results compared to people who don’t 

have good working environment. Barbara R. Slater performed a research to find the “Effects of 

Noise on Pupil Performance” [34]. In this research author found that, students performed better 

under calm when compared to average or noisy environments. Also intimate that, boys are 

affected by noise compared to girls. Author also found that there is no noisy effect on 

detrimental or facilitating, on speed or on accuracy of performance. So environment plays an 

effective role on people behavior settings [28]. 

The above two methods are used to evaluate how people behaves in one environment and how 

environment changes people behavior. 

2.4.3 Social Psychology 

Social psychology is a scientific study of how people’s psychology is influenced by others. In 

this, psychology refers to people feelings, thoughts, and behavior. Sometime people behave 

differently when they are alone or not observed. In general, social psychology explains the 

human behavior as an interaction between people brain and their social state. Authors Arne 

Roets, Alain Van Hiel, Ilse Cornelis, and Barbara Soetens present the study “Determinants of 

task performance and invested effort: A Need for Closure by Relative Cognitive Capacity 

Interaction Analysis” [35]. This study examines the simultaneous effects of Need for Closure 

(NFC) and relative cognitive capacity on invested effort and task performance. This study proved 

that, NFC limits maximum effort one is willing to invest in gathering the information and also its 

modifications of noise and time admit a dual effect leading to impaired cognitive capacity and 

decreased motivation. In social psychology, attitude is defined as “learned, global evaluations of 

a person, object, place, or issue that influence thought and action” [2]. Social cognition is a 

study of how people perceive, think, and remember others. We have few methods to study the 

social psychology [2]; 

1. Experimental Methods: This allows the researcher to change one variable and calculate 

how it affects the other variable. 
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2. Correlation Methods:  It examines two natural variables interrelationship statistically. 

3. Observational Methods: These methods are not frequently used in social psychology, but 

used sometimes in first investigation of a development. These methods consist of 

naturalistic observations, participant observation, and archival analysis. 
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3 Method 

3.1 Description of study 

This study was aimed to observe the effects of environment on usability testing resulted in terms 

of task based usability testing technique. Test conducted is both qualitative and quantitative. 

Environment effects were calculated in terms of task success rate, time-on-task, and SUS scores. 

Task based usability testing was performed on two similar web systems (tourism web sites were 

selected for this study) in two different environments (i.e. noisy and calm). Tasks were assigned 

to the selected participants and while they were performing the tasks, task success and task time 

was measured. After performing all the tasks of each website, to measure the system’s usability 

SUS has been used. 

A usability test was carried out in two different environments and follows the normal observation 

usability test method, where participants were observed while performing tasks. As mentioned in 

the aim, task-based usability testing technique measures usability of selected systems along with 

task success, time-on-task, and SUS scores. 

In this study, independent variables are: noisy environment and calm environment, dependant 

variables are: task success, time-on-task, and SUS. 

 

3.2 Test Planning 

3.2.1 System Selection 

One of the major concerns for this study was, selecting websites to perform usability testing. The 

selected websites should fulfill the following requirements: 

 Select two different websites, but these two websites must be of similar type (for 

example; two university sites or two tourism sites or two application development sites 

etc). Because comparing the results of similar sites is easy. But for non similar sites, we 

need to design usability testing from scratch (participant selection, different methods for 

results comparison, task design etc). 

 

 These selected websites must be not well known for the selected participants. Because 

participants who have already been to the website can perform tasks easily and 

effectively when compared to other participants. 

 

 These websites should have access to the participants in both environments. It is also 

important that these websites should not create any issues while testing. So, the selected 

websites must be functional. 
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 It is also important that the selected participants were the real targeted audience for the 

selected websites. 

Selected websites for this study are two tourism websites, they are: 

1. Cyprus  tourism website (http://www.visitcyprus.com/wps/portal) 

2. Sri Lanka tourism website (http://www.srilanka.travel/) 

Cyprus is a Eurasian island country located near to Greece, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon and Israel 

and Egypt. It is a member country in European Union (EU). Average temperatures in Cyprus are 

24° C during day times and 14° C during night times. Official languages are Greek and Turkey. 

Total population of the country is 1,099,341. The currency of the Cyprus is Euro (EUR). 

 

Figure 3 Official website of Cyprus Tourism [22] 

 

http://www.visitcyprus.com/wps/portal
http://www.srilanka.travel/
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Sri Lanka is an Asian island located near to India. The capital of Srilanka is Colombo. This 

country is famous for Tea farms and it exports the Tea powder worldwide. The official languages 

are Sinhala and Tamil. Population of the country is 20,635,000 (by 2010 mid). Currency of the 

country is Sri Lankan Rupee (LKR). The average temperatures during the day time are ranging 

from 28° C to 31° C and 14° C to 18° C during the night time. 

 

 

Figure 4 Official website of Sri Lankan Tourism [23] 
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3.2.2 Participants Selection 

For the main test, thirty participants were selected. Before starting the main test, a pilot test was 

conducted with six people. A usability testing was performed in different environments; six 

participants were divided into two groups, each group consists of 3 members. One group has 

performed task-based usability testing on two different web sites in noisy environment and the 

other performed same testing in a calm environment. Similarly, for the main test thirty 

participants were divided into two groups, each group performed in one environment. 

3.2.2.1 Participants for the pilot testing 

The aim of the pilot testing was to make sure that everything works well as expected. This 

includes computers, internet connection, equipment used for time capturing, etc. And it also 

helps us to bring any issues which may occur during the main test. 

For pilot testing, we have chosen three participants in each group. These participants were 

recruited from Linköping University, age ranged from twenty to forty years (youngest person in 

the test was 22 and aged person was 37). All the selected participants were good at using 

computer and internet. And also, a detailed copy of instructions was handed over to the 

participants on test procedure. A facilitator observed them while performing the test and helped 

them when required. Selected participants were voluntarily agreed to participate in the pilot 

testing. 

3.2.2.2 Participants for the main test 

Similar to pilot test, thirty participant’s age ranged from twenty to forty years (youngest person 

in the test was 22 and aged person was 37) were selected and divided into two groups of fifteen 

each. Requirements to participate in the main test were good knowledge in using internet and 

also represent the real target users of the selected websites. Each participant should be a 

moderate internet user who could perform the needed tasks on a website. And also, participants 

were allowed to give comments, but not mandatory. All participants who have participated in the 

main test were recruited from Linköping University. 

As mentioned above, there were two groups of participants each consists of fifteen users. One 

group has performed the task-based usability testing in the noisy environment and the other 

group performed the same testing in a calm environment. We selected two similar websites to get 

reliable results. All participants from each group were assigned to perform selected tasks on each 

website, i.e. participants performed task-based usability testing on each website with given tasks. 

Designed tasks for each website were same for both (noisy and calm) environments (each group 

has performed same tasks; one group performs tasks in noisy environment and another group 

performed same tasks in calm environment). 

To make a correct judgment, we needed consistent and reliable results, which was dependent on 

the number of participants who performed the test. To make sure that no cultural differences 

affected the results, all participants must understand English as the selected websites are in 
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English language (also in their country’s main language). The selected websites are targeted to 

all age groups and genders (generally tourism websites targets all the people). So, the selected 

participants ensure consistent performance. Created tasks represent the both genders; so each 

group need not have equal number of males and females and there is no affect from gender 

imbalance. This study aimed to evaluate the environment affect on usability testing results. 

The selection of the participants was based on the participant’s interest to use the given websites, 

their ability to perform given tasks. This makes sure that the selected participants were 

representing the real target users. It is also important to make participants comfortable with 

facilitator while performing the tasks. This will help them to give feedback on selected websites. 

These considerations play a major role, and especially while calculating the time-on-task as the 

participant feels like we were evaluating environment effects only but not their efficiency. Since 

usability testing is used to evaluate the systems only, but not used to test the participant’s skills. 

To get reliable results, twenty participants were enough from both groups. The extra 10 

participants from both groups will be used to get more consistent, reliable test results. The 

participants were from different educational programs in Linköping University. 

3.2.3 Test Duration 

Each participant had to spend at most 6o minutes for all the tasks for two websites. Per day 

maximum of six or seven participants could perform the test. The assignments to participants 

into the different environments (noisy and calm) are done randomly. And also the order of the 

websites being tested is changed after half participants from each group finished the testing (i.e. 

half the participants in each group begin with website-1 and the other half begin with web site-

2). This will avoid any order effects.  Facilitator will be assigned to carry out all the tasks with 

the participants. 

 

3.3 Task Design 
Task design is an important task in any usability study. We need to be more careful while 

designing the tasks. Because, these tasks were performed by the participants and based on the 

results we are evaluating environment effects. Task design, number of tasks and task coverage 

has impact on usability testing. So, task selection requires more effort and concentration. Each 

website has six tasks and each user will be asked to perform all the tasks (i.e. website-1 has six 

tasks and website-2 has six tasks. All users from noisy environment need to perform all tasks 

from both websites and all users from calm environment need to perform same tasks). The tasks 

are completely independent. Another important issue is that all users have to start each task from 

homepage only. 

Task success and time-on-task metrics are used in this study. So to calculate these metrics, the 

tasks must have the clear end-state. Examples for tasks with and without clear end-state: 

purchase any book from Amazon website? And Look for a laptop price? Tasks with clear end 
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state allow usability experts to measure the performance of the participants. It is hard to find the 

exact answer for the task without clear end state. Even if participant finds an answer we are not 

sure whether it is correct or not. However, we have two types of task designs; [29] 

1. Structural Tasks: In this type, users will be guided step by step. This type of tasks 

instructs the users where to go and what to do. These may also expose some potential 

problems. Example for structural tasks: 

 Go to www.liu.se 

 Click on Library 

 Search for the “Measuring the user experience” 

 Click on the link. 

2. Uncertain Tasks: These tasks do not explain clearly to users that how they can reach 

specified goal. Users need to browse the website to the find the answers that they are 

looking for. Examples for uncertain tasks: 

 Find the link for “Measuring the user experience” book on Liu library? 

 Register for a course TDDD26 on Liu student portal. 

For this study, uncertain tasks are best suitable, because we need to measure task success and 

time-on-task. If we use structural tasks, results for task success and time-on-task will be same. 

SUS score is also based on the selected tasks. 

Designed tasks are represented as one task per page, because participants should read only one 

task at a time. In this study, we are calculating the task time which begins after participant 

finishes the reading task. The main drawback of presenting all tasks in one page is that the 

participant may read all the tasks before he/she starts execution. By this, they can accidentally 

find the results for other tasks while executing one task. It is difficult for an observer to 

determine reliable results. Designed tasks for this study are: 

Sites Tasks 

 

 

 

Cyprus Tourism Website 

http://www.visitcyprus.com/wps/portal 

 

 

1. Find the information page about Kapparis Beach. 

2. Go to the page which contains the secure tips for 

personal belongings. 

3. Find the “Amphitheatre Diving Site” page. 

4. What is the maximum temperature predicted for 

Lemesos on Tuesday? 

5. Find the “Halloumi Cheese in Batter” recipe page. 

http://www.liu.se/
http://www.visitcyprus.com/wps/portal
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 6. Find the “Kataklymos” food festival page. 

 

 

 

Sri Lanka Tourism Website 

(http://www.srilanka.travel/ 

1. Find a list of all the spas located in Colombo. 

2. Search for tour guides who can speak German. 

3. Find an information page about rock climbing. 

4. Visit the Beruwela and Bentota resort page. 

5. Find the information about Sri Pada Pilgrimage 

celebrations 

6. Find a list of all the upcoming events in Srilanka. 

Table 2 Selected Sites and Tasks for study 

 

3.4 Test Environment 
This study was carried in two different environments, one is noisy environment, and other one is 

calm environment. The aim of this study is to identify whether environment affects the usability 

testing results or not. So, test in noisy environment was carried at the Kårallen building coffee 

shop, test in calm environment was carried out at group rooms located in B-building. 

3.4.1 Noisy Environment 

The reason to perform usability test in noisy environment is to know whether participants are 

able to perform all tasks in such environment. Usually, usability testing takes place in a 

controlled environment only where the participants are undisturbed by any other reasons. To 

perform usability test in noisy environment, we need to select a place where people come, make 

some discussions, order some food, and leave. The test was performed at Cafe Java (Figure 6 

shows the image of Cafe Java) in B-building, Linköping University which represents all the 

above qualities. 

Cafe Java in B-building is a one of the famous hangout place in university with seating facility. 

Most of the students in university will prefer to spend some coffee time in this shop. The reason 

behind to select this place was, it offers coffee, cookies, and some food items for affordable 

price, hence most of the students will be here at lunch and evening coffee times. So it is the best 

place to perform usability test in noisy environment. 

http://www.srilanka.travel/
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3.4.2 Calm Environment 

This environment represents the general usability test environment i.e. controlled environment. 

This environment is always used to perform usability testing. In this environment, participants 

are not disturbed by any other reasons. Here, an observer and participant will be there where the 

participant performs the given tasks while observer observing him. To create this environment, 

group rooms (Figure 7 shows the image of group rooms) in B-building were used. 

These group rooms are for the students who want to conduct a meeting with their groups. Most 

of the students use these rooms for their academic/course meetings. These rooms are also used as 

combined study rooms during examination period. As, many students prefer to use these rooms 

for their academic works, it was easy to contact required number of students for testing. 

As described above, participants are assigned all the tasks from both websites in one 

environment. Participants who participated in one environment are not allowed to participate in 

another environment. In each environment, a total of fifteen participants will perform usability 

testing on two websites. Based on the results, the two environments will be compared in terms of 

task success, time-on-task, and SUS. This helps us to identify environment affects on usability 

testing results. 

 

3.5 Test Procedure 
The assignments of participants into the different environments (noisy and calm) are done 

randomly i.e. usability testing is done in one environment with few participants, after that test is 

carried out in another environment with other participants. To perform the main test, an observer 

has to carry out a pilot test with selected tasks. This helps us to identify any unexpected problems 

that would be occurring while testing or faced by the participants. This ensures that everything 

would run smoothly for the main test. Procedure for pilot study was as follows: 

3.5.1 Pilot Testing 

 First observer recruits other evaluators if required, and makes sure that the recruited 

evaluators are skilled and have knowledge on running usability test. 

 

 Observer recruits participants for pilot test (in this study six participants were recruited). 

 

 An observer will ask the participants to fill their demographics details in a given form. 

This includes their occupation, age, gender, any id etc. This form is designed by observer, 

which is easy to read and understand by participants and enter their information in 

required way. 

 

 Observer has to capture the photo of the test environment and these photos will be used to 

demonstrate the differences between the test environments. 
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 Then observer gives the instruction details to the selected six participants, which 

including introduction to the study, motivation for the study, and how to carry the study. 

After reading these instructions participants are allowed to ask any questions regarding 

the study, and make sure that they understand the requirements completely. 

 

 Observer will check all equipments required to perform this study. This test requires 

equipments such as paper, pen/pencil, and time capturing machine, computer, and 

internet connection. 

 

 If only one observer is conducting study, then only one participant will be allowed at a 

time as this study measures the task success, time-on-task, and SUS. 

 

 After this, an observer allows the participant to use the computer. He/she will have the 

selected tasks to perform. Participant performs one task at a time, and an observer will 

note down each task’s, results; success/fail and the time to finish the task. 

 

 Before a participant starts testing, an application named as Noisy Meter EoE (more about 

this application is discussed in section 3.6) is used to measure the noisy level in both 

environments. It is also used after the test to measure sound level and check the 

consistency of noisy level throughout the test. 

 

 This test is conducted randomly in two different environments (noisy and calm). In each 

environment, three participants will be performing the pilot test. Totally, six participants 

were selected for pilot test. 

 

 After the pilot test is completed, an observer will thank the participants and they are free 

to leave the location. 

 

 Then, the observer collects the data and analyzes the test process. Any suggestions from 

other observers or participants are highly appreciated to make the main study more 

effective. 

After finishing the pilot test, the main test was carried out on selected participants. 

3.5.2 Main Testing 

Procedure for main study was as follows: 

 Same pilot test procedure has been applied to the main test also, if no issues were found 

in pilot test. 
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 Observer confirms with the selected participants, that they fulfill all the requirements to 

participate in the test and they belong to targeted group. 

 

 Main test is also performed individually like pilot test. In this, observer sits along with 

participant and explains the motivation of the study. 

 

 Here also, an observer needs to capture the photo of the test environment to describe the 

test environment (one photo per environment). 

 

 Then the participant will be asked to fill a form with his/her details like id, occupation, 

age etc. 

 

 Observer hands over the general instructions to the participant before he/she begins the 

test. 

 

 Then, the observer allocates the computer with internet connection to the participant. 

Observer also checks his required equipment to note down the task success and time-on-

task values. 

 

 When everything is ready, then the participant begins to perform tasks one by one. At the 

same time observer notes down the results. 

 

 Here also, the Noisy Meter EoE application is used to measure the noisy level in both 

environments before and after the each usability test. 

 

 After finishing all tasks of one website, participants will be asked to fill SUS form 

(shown in appendix A1) and allowed to give any comments on selected sites. This step 

repeats for the second website also (i.e. participant will perform the selected tasks on 

second website and observer takes down the results for task success and time-on-task. 

After this, SUS form will be filled). 

 

 After finishing the test, the participants are free to leave the test environment. Observer 

invites the next participant for the main test. Main test is also conducted randomly at two 

different environments. 

 

 Observer should keep all the data safe and each environment results should be kept 

separately. 

 

 At the end, observer will make table with the extracted results from participant’s tests and 

present them in good way. 
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3.6 Measuring the Dependant and Independent variables 
The results were measured mainly using task success, time-on-task, and SUS scores. Task 

success and time-on-task values were noted down by the observer while users perform the tasks. 

SUS score was calculated by user’s choices. In this study, independent variables are: noisy 

environment and calm environment. Dependent variables are: Task success, Time-on-task, and 

SUS. 

To measure the level of sound at both noisy and calm environments, a decibel meter was used. 

To calculate the noisy level, an iphone with Noisy Meter EoE application (Appendix A3) was 

used in this study. This Noisy Meter EoE application was developed by the European 

Environment Agency. This application displays the measured sound level in decibels (dB). It 

measures the sound level for a maximum of ten seconds and shows the average value. Based on 

the average value it also displays whether it is low, or medium, or high noisy level [24]. 

According to this application, the low, medium, and high ranges of noisy level are: 

Noisy Range Level 

<50 dB Low 

50 – 60 dB Medium 

>60 dB High 

Table 3 Noisy range and levels 

Task success is measured by using the binary success method, which is most common and 

simplest way to measure. In binary success method, an observer note down all successful tasks 

as 1’s and all failed tasks as 0’s. After representing all the tasks with 1’s and 0’s, an observer 

measures the average. The observer also calculates the confidence interval values. In this study, 

we are informing the participants to work on each task until they finish or give up and also 

applying “three strikes and you are out” rule to end the task if it is unsuccessful. More details 

about binary success score representation are discussed in the section 2.3. 

Time-on-task is calculated by entering the start and stop times of each task. For this, an observer 

notes down the exact time when a participant finished reading and start to look at the website to 

initiate the task. Next the observer note down the stop time when a participant finished the task. 

Time-on-task is used to calculate the time that each user has spent on a task. By putting all the 

task times in a table, observer calculated the average task time, median, geometric mean, upper 

bound, lower bound, and confidence interval. Sometimes, users spend more time to complete 

some tasks, but we need to stop them not to spend more time. For this, observer has to setup a 

maximum allowed time for each task (in this study maximum allowed time for each task is three 

minutes). More about calculation and presentation of task time is discussed in the section 2.3. 
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After finishing all the tasks of one website, participants were given a SUS form consisting of ten 

standard questions with five options. Participants were asked to fill the SUS form and based on 

the selected options, SUS score is calculated by the observer. SUS score starts from the 0 to 100, 

high score represents better usability of the system and low score represents poor usability of the 

system. Also t-test was performed based on the SUS scores. T-test was performed by using direct 

function offered by excel. This t-test is used to compare the means, and also to find out whether 

these two means were different or whether the difference was occurred by chance. This was 

determined by looking at the t-stat and p values returned by the t-test function. T-test was 

measured by using the given formula; 

 

Here X1 and X2 are the mean value of each sample data, S is standard deviation and ‘n’ is 

sample size. From t-test observer got the following data which is helped to understand the 

difference between two samples. 

 Mean: is nothing but the average and used to compare difference between two sample 

sizes. 

 Variance: is the average of the squared difference from mean. 

 Observations: is number of participants participated in the test. 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference: gives if there is a significant difference between means. 

 t Stat: is the value of ‘t’. 

 P (T<=t) two tail: is the probability of this result being due to chance. 

 To calculate SUS score, an observer need to follow below steps: 

 First, calculate the score contribution for each question. To calculate the contribution for 

all odd number questions (1, 3, 5, 7......) we have to subtract 1 from the scale position. 

And for the even number questions (2, 4, 6 ...) we have to subtract the scale position from 

5. 

 After that, we have to add all contribution scores and multiply it with 2.5. The result will 

be overall SUS score of the system. 

Same procedure was used for another website too. These results were used to calculate the 

environment affects on usability testing. 
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4 Results 
As described in the Method section, a total of 30 participants were participated in the main test.  

Total thirty participants were divided into two groups each consist of 15 users. One group was 

tested in calm environment and other in noisy environment. The results from both environments 

were recorded by the observer while participants performing test. 

Recorded results are, Task Success, Time-on-Task, and SUS score was measured by the user’s 

assessment of the given web site. Also sound level was measured before and after the each test at 

both environments. Task Success results were presented as success rate per task in both 

environments. Time-on-Task was presented as an average time required per task in both 

environments. SUS score was presented as average SUS score in both environments and also t-

test was performed on SUS scores. 

4.1 Results Presentation 

4.1.1 Test Environments 

To measure the sound level in both environments, an iphone application was used in the 

beginning and end of each test. Average sound level measured is displayed in the figure 5. 

       

Figure 5 Average sound levels at calm and noisy environments 
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Table 4 shows the t-Test (described in section 3.6) result of sound levels in both calm and noisy 

environments. 

 Calm Noisy 

Mean 40.56667 64.3 

Variance 3.030952 4.778571 

Observations 15 15 

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  

t Stat -32.8921  

P(T<=t) two-tail 6.4E-24  

Table 4 t-Test of sound levels in calm and noisy environments 

 

 

Figure 6 Noisy Environment where tests take place 
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Figure 7 Calm Environment where tests take place 

4.1.2 Task Success 

Task success was measured as described in the Section 2.3. All successful tasks were noted as 

1’s and failures as 0’s. Finally the task success rates for both environments are measured. Figure 

8 shows the success rate in both calm and noisy environments for each task of Cyprus website. 

   

   Figure 8 Each task’s Success rate (%) of Cyprus website in calm and noisy environments 
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Average success rate of Cyprus website in both calm and noisy environments is shown in the 

figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 Average Success rate (%) in both calm and noisy environments (Cyprus website) 

 

Figure 10 shows the success rate of Sri Lankan website in both calm and noisy environments. 

 

Figure 10 Each task’s Success rate (%) of Sri Lanka’s website in calm and noisy environments 
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Average success rate of Sri Lanka’s website in both calm and noisy environments is shown in the 

figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 Average Success rate (%) in both calm and noisy environments (Sri Lanka’s website) 

 

4.1.3 Time-on-Task 

Task time was measured as described in the Section 2.3. To measure task times, iphone 

application (soft watch) was used. This is recorded only for successful tasks and finally average 

time required per each task was calculated. Figure 12 shows the average time required per each 

task in both calm and noisy environments for Cyprus website. 

 

Figure 12 Average time (seconds) required to complete each task of Cyprus website. 
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All the successful task times of Cyprus website were added and then total time required to 

complete all the tasks were presented in the below image. 

 

Figure 13 Total time (seconds) required to complete all the tasks of Cyprus website 

Figure 14 shows the average time required per each task in both calm and noisy environments for 

Sri Lanka’s website. 

 

Figure 14 Average time (seconds) required to complete each task of Sri Lanka’s website. 
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All the successful task times of Sri Lanka’s website were added and then total time required to 

complete all the tasks are presented in the below image.         

 

Figure 15 Total time required to complete all the tasks of Srilanka’s website 

4.1.4 SUS Scores 

SUS score is used to determine the selected system usability. It is calculated by using the 

participant’s assessment on tested systems. More about SUS and its measuring process is 

discussed in the section 2.3. Figure 16 shows each participant’s assessment on Cyprus website in 

both calm and noisy environments.

 

Figure 16 Each participant’s SUS score of Cyprus website in both calm and noisy environments 
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Data below shows the t-test result acquired by using SUS score of Cyprus website. 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances: 

 Calm Noisy 

Mean 69.83333 72.33333333 

Variance 652.2024 
305.7738095 

Observations 15 15 

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  

t Stat -0.31283  

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.756728  

 

Table 5 t-test result of Cyprus website 

Figure 17 shows each participant’s assessment on Sri Lanka’s website in both environments. 

 

Figure 17 Each participant’s SUS score of Sri Lanka’s website in both calm and noisy 

environments 
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Data table below shows the t-test result acquired by using SUS score of Sri Lanka’s website. 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances: 

 Calm Noisy 

Mean 54.66667 52.83333 

Variance 442.7381 292.7381 

Observations 15 15 

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  

t Stat 0.26182  

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.795377  

 

Table 6 t-test result of Sri Lanka’s website 

 

Average SUS scores of both websites in both environments are plotted in the below graph. 

 

Figure 18 Average SUS scores of both websites in both environments 
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5 Discussion 
This study was carried out to demonstrate environment effects on usability testing results. This is 

an explorative usability study and it obtained some interesting results to explain about 

environment effects. 

5.1 Metric Selection 
The main aim of this study is to measure “Does choices of the test environments will effects the 

task-based usability testing results in terms of Task Success and Time-on-task metrics”. There 

are many metrics used in usability testing but the main reasons to select these metric are; 

Task success is widely used metric in measuring usability with tasks. We don’t need to explain 

or elaborate measurement techniques to get the point across. While performing usability study, if 

participants are unable to finish their tasks, then something is really need to be fixed. It is easy to 

measure while participants performing test (Most require some efforts to calculate). 

Moderator/Expert will mark all successful tasks as 1’s and all failures as 0’s. Finally, success 

rate will be measured. 

Time-on-task is another best metric to measure efficiency of the product. By measuring the time 

of completing a task, we can judge the usability of the product (i.e. faster completion mean better 

user experience). This metric is particularly important on products where users perform tasks 

repeatedly. Another benefit from measuring the time-on-task is that it can be used to calculate 

the cost savings due to increase in efficiency. 

Reasons for not using other metrics like errors, efficiency, and learnability is: there is no 

particular way to measure errors and it is little difficult to calculate. Efficiency is also measured 

by using the time-on-task metric; we have already performed this metric in this study. Finally, 

learnability is about “how much time and effort did user need to get proficiency in given 

product”. So to measure learnability we need to run same test with same participants again and 

again. But, the main aim of this study is to measure noise effects on usability results, so this 

metric is not appropriate one for this study. 

The secondary aim of this study is to check whether user’s assessment will change based on their 

environment or not. To answer this question SUS is best suitable and widely used metric. In SUS 

users select rating on 5 point scale depending on the product’s usability. 

5.2 Task Completion 
Two websites were selected and each website was tested with fifteen participants in both 

environments. Obtained results from both websites (Cyprus and Sri Lanka) support the theory 

that noisy sounds affect the overall task success rate. From the given six tasks of Cyprus website, 

four tasks (task-1, 2, 3, and 6) showed that noisy sound effects the success rate, one task (task-4) 

didn’t showed any difference (i.e. all participants were successful in finishing the task), and only 

one task (task-5) showed different results i.e. participants were more successful in noisy 
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environment when compared to calm environment. Average success rate of the Cyprus website 

in both environments explained that, noisy environment has less success rate when compared to 

calm environment. This means that, participants are more successful in calm environment than 

that of noisy environment. 

Same as Cyprus website, Sri Lankan website also contains mixed results. From the selected six 

tasks, tasks- 3, 4, and 5 are affected by the noisy environment and obtained less success rate. 

Task 2 is not affected by any environment and all participants were successful to accomplish the 

task in both environments. Task 1 and 6 showed different results from other tasks and more 

participants from noisy environment were successful when compared to calm environment. Sri 

Lankan website also got less average success rate in noisy environment when compared to calm 

environment and participants were more successful in calm environment. 

This study also got mixed results as previous studies described in Theory section. As D.E. 

Broadbent described in his research “Some effects of Noise on Visual Performance” [31], in this 

study noise affects the user’s performance. This study results also matched with Barbara R. 

Slater’s research on “Effects of Noise on Pupil Performance” [34], which described that 

performance is better in calm environments when compared to noise environments. 

5.3 Task Time 
Task time was measured by calculating total time spent by each user on each task. Task time is 

calculated only for successful tasks and failure/given up tasks were not measured. Task time 

showed different results from task completion, more tasks (tasks - 1, 2, 3, & 4) from Cyprus 

website required more time to finish in calm environment with compared to noisy environment. 

But, total time required to finish all the tasks is higher in noisy environment when compared to 

calm. 

Sri Lankan website obtained different results when compared to Cyprus website. In Sri Lankan 

website only two tasks were required more time in noisy when compared to calm, all other tasks 

were finished in less time in calm environment, while noisy environment required some more 

time of participants. Total time required to finish all tasks is lesser in calm environment 

compared to noisy. 

In terms of task time results, this study matched with Gianna Cassidy, and Raymond A.R. 

Macdonald’s study “effect of background music and background noise on the task performance 

of introverts and extraverts” [32] and also with “Determinants of task performance and invested 

effort” [35] research carried by Arne Roets, Alain Van Hiel, Ilse Cornelis, and Barbara Soetens. 

All these studies conclude that participants required more time in noisy environment when 

compared to calm environment. 
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5.4 SUS Score 
SUS scores are nothing but user’s overall satisfaction on tested websites/product. In this study 

users judged both websites in different environments. Obtained results are used to determine 

whether user’s assessment is affected by environments (i.e. noisy and calm). This study showed 

interesting results on user’s assessments. Cyprus website got little high SUS score in noisy 

environment when compared to calm environment. But, Sri Lankan website got its result in other 

way i.e. calm environment got little more SUS score compared to noisy. 

So with SUS scores we can’t judge the environment effect on user’s assessments. This 

conclusion is matched with G.R.J. Hockey’s research “Effects of Loud Noise on Attentional 

Selectivity” [33]. 

5.5 Internal and External Validity of the Study 
As we have seen in the results section, task success rate and task completion time were affected 

by noisy environment. The reason behind these affects was changes in independent variable 

values (i.e. calm and noisy environments). Task success rate is being affected by noisy level, 

because people are getting disturbed by various sounds around them and unable to focus on 

completing tasks. Task time was also higher in noisy environment when compared to calm, 

because participants are getting diverted from their focus when they listen to sounds. Noisy 

environment can be upgraded to another place where we can reach more sound level (>= 100db). 

This may show more or less differences when compared to this study, but what I believed is it 

doesn’t give negative results what we observed in this study (i.e. task success rate can’t be 

increased and also completion time is not decreased). Also the selected participant’s ages ranged 

from 20 to 40 years; if we decrease the age range (i.e. <15 to 40<), we may get different results. 

Also participated users are students, if we select different participants like employees, 

researchers, and others we may get different result ranges. System selection is also one factor 

which may affect the results of this study, but as we discussed in the discussion section results 

were affected by noisy. So in my opinion, if we use different systems we will get different results 

but same conclusion.  
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6 Conclusion 
This study doesn’t provide any specific validations for environment effects on usability testing 

results. Task success and time-on-tasks were affected by noisy environment, but user’s overall 

assessment was not affected by noisy. Research questions for this study are: 

 Does the choice of testing environment (i.e. noisy vs. calm) affect the result from task-

based usability testing in terms of Task success and Time on task 

Participants were able to finish task more effectively in calm environment when compared to 

noisy environment. Participants are getting disturbed by the sounds around them while 

performing the usability test in noisy environment. They used to look around when they were 

hearing different sounds and it causes them to put more effort to accomplish given tasks. 

Task time also effected by environment and participants required more time to finish given tasks 

in noisy environment when compared to calm environment. It is also explained as, task success 

rate; participants are used to look around while they are getting some disturbance from outside. 

Thus finally participants required to spend more time in noisy environments when compared to 

calm environments. 

 Does a user’s assessment (like/dislike) change while using the system in different 

environments (i.e. noisy or calm)? 

Overall participant’s assessments doesn’t effected by environment. Assessment results for both 

websites are inconsistent, i.e. one website got high score in noisy environment, and other website 

got lower score in same environment. Thus it does not validate any relation between 

environment and usability results. 

In general, this study concluded that noisy environment has affected the usability testing results 

in terms of task success rate and time-on-task. But, SUS score was not affected by the noisy 

environment. So, when you are measuring performance it is better to carry usability testing 

where system intended to use, i.e. if developed system’s targeted users are from public places 

and you ran usability test in a controlled environment, you may get good performance results but 

system might fail while using in real. To measure the user’s assessment we no need to think 

about the environment, it is proved from this study. Still much more data is required to conclude, 

does environment affects the usability. We can’t make any decision on noisy affects in usability 

with available sources and it requires more results to get a consistent conclusion. 
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7 Future Work 
As we observed in this study, obtained results were not enough (i.e. task success and time-on-

task values only affected by the noisy environment and SUS was not affected) to draw a strong 

conclusion of noisy affects on usability result. We need more research work to be done to 

identify the environment affects on usability testing results. If more research work is done in this 

field, then it will be easy to make consistent conclusion. It is better if future research measures 

usability with the help of errors, learnability, and other metrics in noisy environments. 

It would be better if future research is carried out by using other usability testing techniques like 

Think-Aloud Protocol, Remote Usability Testing, and Comparative Usability Testing etc in 

noisy environment. More research work will help us to obtain consistent results, thus we can 

draw strong conclusions on environment affects on usability. 
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Glossary 
 

 Usability - the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve 

specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of 

use (ISO 9241-11). 

 

 Usability Testing - testing method used in Usability. 

 

 Task-Based Testing - also a method used in Usability Testing. 

 

 Task - a question that has to be performed. 

 

 Observer/Facilitator/Moderator/Expert - an expert who can perform usability testing. 

 

 Participant - a user who participated in usability study. 

 

 Task Success - a metric that calculates how many tasks were finished by the selected 

participant. 

 

 Time-on-Task - another metric that calculates the how much time did user required to 

finish a given task. 

 

 System Usability Scale - a standard scale, allows the users to rate the tested website. 
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Appendix 
A.1. SUS form 
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A.2. Demographic form 

 

Figure 19 Demographic details form 

 

A.3. Sound Level Measuring: 

 

 

 

Figure 20 Noisy Meter EoE application 
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Participants 

Calm Environment  

Participants 

Noisy Environment 

Start State End State Start State End State 

1   1   

2   2   

3   3   

4   4   

5   5   

6   6   

7   7   

8   8   

9   9   

10   10   

11   11   

12   12   

13   13   

14   14   

15   15   

 

Table 7 Sound levels measuring tables for Noisy and Calm environments 
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A.4. Time measuring 

 

 

Figure 21 Stopwatch iphone application 

 

Participants Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 

1       

2       

3       

4       

5       

6       

7       

8       

9       

10       

11       

12       

13       

14       

15       

Table 8 Table format used to note down the Task success and Task Time values 


